Abstract. We study the complexity of the popular one player combinatorial game known as Flood-It. In this game the player is given an n×n board of tiles, each of which is allocated one of c colours. The goal is to fill the whole board with the same colour via the shortest possible sequence of flood filling operations from the top left. We show that Flood-It is NP-hard for c 3, as is a variant where the player can flood fill from any position on the board. We present deterministic (c − 1) and randomised 2c/3 approximation algorithms and show that no polynomial time constant factor approximation algorithm exists unless P=NP. We then demonstrate that the number of moves required for the 'most difficult' boards grows like Θ( √ c n). Finally, we prove that for random boards with c 3, the number of moves required to flood the whole board is Ω(n) with high probability.
Introduction
In the popular one player combinatorial game known as Flood-It, each tile of an n×n board is allocated one of c colours, where c is a parameter of the game. Two left/right/up/down adjacent tiles are said to be connected if they have the same colour and a (connected) region of the board is defined to be any maximal connected component. The standard version of the game starts with the player 'flooding' the region that contains the top left tile. The flooding operation simply involves changing the colour of all the tiles in the region to be some new colour. However, this also has the effect of connecting the newly flooded region to all neighbouring regions of this colour. The overall aim is to flood the entire board, that is connect all regions, in as few flooding operations as possible. Figure 1 gives an example of the first few moves of a game. The border shows the outline of the region which has so far been flooded. We show that not only are natural greedy approaches bad, but in fact finding an optimal solution for Flood-It is NP-hard for c 3 and that this also holds for a variant of the game we call Free-Flood-It where the player can perform flooding operations at any position on the board. Next we show how a (c − 1) approximation and a randomised 2c/3 approximation algorithm can be derived. However, no polynomial time constant factor, independent of c, approximation algorithm exists unless P=NP. We then consider how many moves are required for the most difficult boards and show that the number grows as fast as Θ( √ c n). Finally we investigate boards where the colours of the tiles are chosen at random and show that for c 3, the number of moves required to flood the whole board is Ω(n) with high probability.
Publicly available versions, including our own implementation, can be found linked from http://floodit.cs.bris.ac.uk. Our implementation provides two novelties relevant to the reader. First, we have included playable versions of both the NP-completeness embeddings described in the paper. Second, the reader can watch the various algorithms discussed play Flood-It. History and related work: Perhaps the most famous recent hardness result involving a popular game is the NP-completeness of Tetris [3] . Flood-It seems to be a somewhat newer game than Tetris, first making its appearance online in early 2006 courtesy of a company called Lab Pixies. Since then numerous versions have become available for almost every conceivable platform. We have very recently become aware of a sketch proof by Elad Verbin posted on a blog of the NP-hardness of Flood-It with 6 colours [11] . Although our work was completed independently, it is interesting to note that there is some similarity to the techniques used in our NP-hardness proof for c 3 colours. The most closely related game whose complexity has been studied in detail is known as Clickomania [2] . A rectangular board is initialised in the same way as in Flood-It. On each move, the player chooses a connected monochromatic component of at least two tiles to remove after which any tiles above it fall down as far as they can. NP-hardness results were given for particular board shapes and numbers of colours. Flood-It can also be thought of as a model for a number of different (possibly not entirely) real world applications. For example, our results supplement that of recent work on zombie infestation [9] if one regards the flooding operation as one where the minds of neighbouring non-zombies are infected by those who have already been turned into zombies. A separate but no less significant line of research considers the complexity of tools commonly provided with Microsoft Windows. Previous work has shown that aspects of Excel [4] and even Minesweeper [6] are NPcomplete. Our work extends this line of research by showing that flood filling in Microsoft's Paint application is also NP-hard.
Notation and Definitions
Let B n,c be the set of all n×n boards with at most c colours. We write m(B) for the minimum number of moves required to flood a board B ∈ B n,c . We will refer to rows and columns in a board in the usual manner. We further denote
